
TROUBLE-SHOOTING: Print Alignment 
Please note, there is much commonality between the different models of LabelStation and therefore it 
is advisable to read the comments on other models if you cannot find a diagnosis relating to your 
own. 
 

Large Characters Misalignment

Q.  I am  printing very large characters in LabelDirect.  The text is offset to one side, yet the 
label previews correctly.  What’s wrong? 

A.  This  problem is known to occur with Arial Unicode and AgencyFB fonts (possibly other Windows 
fonts) when printed at very large point sizes.  If upgrading to the latest version of LabelDirect does 
not rectify the problem, and the abovementioned font must be used, then try printing your labels from 
different labelling software or Microsoft Word.  When doing so, we recommend using a Seagull driver.  
Do not use an Image (32-bit) driver. 
 

Printing across the gaps between labels, no error message generated

Q.  I am  printing labels with gaps and my LabelStation is drifting out of alignment and/or 
printing across the gaps, yet no error message results.  What’s happening? 

A.  The first label to be printed is often out of register, but if subsequent labels continue to print 
across the gaps then in your labelling software you have probably set the media type to ‘Continuous’ 
or ‘None’ instead of ‘Gap’.  Consequently the printer is not looking for a gap and does not 
synchronise with the labels.  BarTender users, click here.

Printing across the gaps between labels, error message generated

Q.  I am using die-cut labels and my printer is printing across the gaps and causing an error 
state to occur.  Why? 
 
A.  The first label to be printed is often out of register, but if subsequent labels continue to print 
across the gaps then in your labelling software you have probably set the media type to ‘Continuous’ 
or ‘None’ instead of ‘Gap’.  Consequently the printer is not looking for a gap and does not 
synchronise with the labels.  BarTender users, click here. For other possibilities, see below: 
 
Pro 200/Pro 300: The selvedge (backing paper margin at the edge of the label) might be too wide. 
The gap sensor, which is located inside the right-hand label guide, cannot detect the gaps between 
the labels.  See below: 

https://s3.amazonaws.com/LabelStationSupport/DownloadsPage/Tutorials+BarTender/Version10/Sensing.wmv
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Pro 200/Pro 300: You have not adjusted the label guides closely enough to the edges of the label roll 
to prevent it wandering from side-to-side during printing.  Adjust the guides closer, but not too tightly 
or you will cause a jam. 
 
Any model: You have set the gap size to zero in the label template.  BarTender users, click here.

Any model: You have not adjusted the LABEL GUIDES closely enough to the edges of the label roll 
to prevent it wandering from side-to-side during printing.  You have not adjusted the LABEL ROLL 
GUIDES correctly. 
 
Any model: You need to recalibrate the printer’s optical sensors. 
 
Industrial: The gap sensor (label sensor) is not in line with the gaps/holes in the label.  This sensor 
(mounted inside a sliding bar) can be moved laterally across the label.  See below. 

The optical sensor’s precise location is indicated by the arrow (triangle) and this must pass over the 
gaps (or punched holes) in the label for the printer to keep step during large print runs. 
 

https://s3.amazonaws.com/LabelStationSupport/DownloadsPage/Tutorials+BarTender/Version10/Sensing.wmv


Unwanted offset

Q.  My text prints too near the top/bottom (or left/right side) of the label yet it previews 
correctly.  Why am I getting this offset? 

A.  If the misalignment is horizontal (left-to-right as the label emerges from the printer) then the label 
might have come out of the guides, or the guides may not be closely adjusted to the label. 
 
Alternatively, offset can occur with very small labels (and sometimes even larger ones) when the 
printer's translation of distance differs from that of the software.  To compensate for this, use the 
Offset facility as follows: 
 

LabelDirect Software:
This labelling application offers three options to neutralise unwanted offset.  These are: 
 

PRINT OFFSET X or Y (horizontal and vertical respectively) Click as follows: 
‘Printer Settings’ > ‘Change’ (button) > ‘Print Offset’: X (or Y as appropriate) 
 
GAP OFFSET Click as follows: 
‘Stock Settings’ > ‘Change’ (button) > ‘Edit’ (button) > 'Gap Offset' 
 
FEED ADJUST
This is primarily for adjusting the label tear-off point.  In tear-off mode, after printing the final 
label of a batch, the label advances a short distance before coming to rest.  This distance 
may be increased or decreased with plus and minus values in Feed Adjust.  A value more 
negative than -15 has no effect.  Click as follows: 
‘Printer Settings’ > ‘Change’ (button) > ‘Label Removal’ > ‘Feed Adjust’ 
 
Do not use Gap Offset if you have a cutter fitted. 
 

BarTender Software:
This application offers three options to neutralise unwanted offset.  These are: 

 
HORIZONTAL OFFSET and VERTICAL OFFSET Click as follows: 
‘Print’ (icon) > ‘Document Properties’ (button) > ‘Page Setup’ (tab) > ‘Advanced Options’ 
(media settings) > ‘Printing Position’ (tab) > ‘Horizontal Offset’ (or ‘Vertical Offset’ as 
appropriate.  To see a video, click here.

GAP OFFSET If the unwanted offset is vertical, always try adjusting this first.  Click as 
follows: 
‘Print’ (icon) > ‘Document Properties’ (button) > ‘Stock’ (tab) > ‘Labels With Gaps’ (media 
settings) > ‘Gap Offset’ 
To see a video, click here.

FEED OFFSET
This is primarily for adjusting the label tear-off point.  In tear-off mode, after printing the final 
label of a batch, the label advances a short distance before coming to rest.  This distance 
may be increased or decreased with plus and minus values in Feed Offset.  Click as follows: 
‘Print’ (icon) > ‘Document Properties’ (button) > ‘Stock’ (tab) > ‘Feed Offset’ 
 

https://s3.amazonaws.com/LabelStationSupport/DownloadsPage/Tutorials+BarTender/Version10/Offset.wmv
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In all cases:
Which type of offset is applicable, and especially the degree required, can only be found by trial-and-
error but entering a number of a few millimetres usually does the trick.  You cannot enter a negative 
number in Y Offset but you can change the direction of print (bottom first or top  first) to make a 
positive number behave like a negative one.  In lengthwise printing (such as banners and heat-shrink 
tube) the following X-Axis adjustments apply: 
 

Printing Bottom First
Positive X number: prints label objects further to right 
Negative X number: prints label objects further to left 
 
Printing Top First
Positive X number: prints label objects further to left 
Negative X number: prints label objects further to right 

 
One final point.  If adjusting X-Axis offset causes text (or an image) to be clipped off at the edge then 
you can negate this by over-stating the width of the label in Page Setup.  E.g. If the label is 50mm 
wide then set the template dimension to 55mm wide. 
 

Text printing at unwanted right-angles

Q.  My text is printing at right-angles even though the label previews correctly.  What am I 
doing wrong? 

A.  LabelDirect: If the  label is square or nearly square then the error might be an illusion.  With such 
a label the screen viewing orientation can be misleading.  Rotate the view 90 deg.  Now the situation 
will become clear.  After this you might need to re-orientate the text boxes on the label. 
 
BarTender: Swap the Portrait/Landscape setting in Page Setup. 
 

Label object not printing at right size

Q.  Why does my QR code print differently to the preview? 
 
A.  If you’re using BarTender software then double-click the barcode to open it and do as follows: 
 
Version 9.xx
Barcode (tab) > Print Method (button) > Select ‘barcodes & human readable text controlled by 
BarTender’ 
 
Version 10.xx
Symbology and Size (navigation pane) > Print Method (button) > Select ‘barcodes & human readable 
text controlled by BarTender’ 
 



Label skews

Q.  LabelStation Industrial & Pro 240:  My loopLock labels skew sideways as they exit the 
printer, causing the print to misalign.  What’s causing this? 

A.  The left label guide (aluminium post) may be snagging inside half-moon shaped hole at edge of 
label.  See below. 
 

Label wrong size / unwanted offset

Q.  My label design previews correctly but is printed too large (or too small) and has an 
unwanted offset.  What’s wrong? 

A.  You are using the wrong driver for your model of printer, e.g you are using a 200 dpi printer with a 
300 dpi driver or vice versa. 
 
Some LabelStation models display the correct driver on their front panel LCD. 
 

General misalignment of printing

Q.  My  labels print differently from the preview.  Why? 
 
A.  You might be allowing font substitution to take place.  Printers have their own selection of internal 
fonts which print faster than Windows fonts but are mostly less versatile.  In BarTender, for example, 
if a Windows font is found on a label template, font substitution might attempt to match it to a printer 
font of approximate appearance.  This can produce unpredictable results.  When printing, specify 
‘Don’t allow font substitution’. 
 



Tear-off alignment

Q. My horticultural labels don’t align with the printer’s tear-off bar.  Can I do something about 
this? 
 
A.  General: The Feed Offset setting may be used to adjust the point at which a label comes to rest 
when printed.  LoopLock labels cannot be aligned with the tear-off bar by this method (in any 
software) because the Feed Adjust/Feed Offset setting would require an illegal negative value. 
 
The LabelStation driver clips negative values to -25. 
 
BarTender: The tear-off setting advances the label a nominal amount after printing, which may be 
increased/decreased with plus and minus values in Feed Offset, but never does the feed motor 
reverse.  A value more negative than -10 has no further effect, which is insufficient for a looplock 
label. 
 
LabelDirect: The tear-off setting advances the label a nominal amount after printing, which may be 
increased/decreased with plus and minus values in Feed Adjust, but never does the feed motor 
reverse.  A value more negative than -15 has no further effect, which is insufficient for a looplock 
label. 
 
NOTE: Testing a LabelStation Industrial with LabelDirect, produced the following results: 
 
With Feed Adjust left at zero, 140 x 25 + 4 StickIns came to rest close enough to the tear-off bar for 
all practical purposes, but a value of -3 gave perfect alignment. 
 

Horticultural label orientation

Q.  Why is my printer printing across the holes of my horticultural labels? 

A.  For all LoopLocks, if the labels emerge from the printer ‘flat end’ first instead of ‘holes end’ first, try 
changing the print settings from ‘Bottom First’ to ‘Top First’.  This works where the printable area is 
approximately central between the sensor holes! 
 
For vertically aligned StickIns (Narrow Edge Leading) use the ‘Flat End First’ template available on 
the CD that came with your printer or from the help centre on www.labelstation.co.uk 
 

Misalignment on Black Mark type labels

Q Why do my black line type labels print erratically? 
 
A. Unlike LabelDirect, in BarTender the label height is assumed to be the distance between the black 
line centres (not their inside edges). 
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